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This is a status report on the Methodology for Application Design using Active 
Database Technology project. This report outlines the work that has been done 
till now as part of the project and also the future work that is intended to be done. 
The acomplishments so far in this project are overall design of the active database 
design system, design of the intended tool for drawing the ERER (Entity Relationship 
diagram with Events and Rules) diagram, design of the integration of the new tool 
with the existing ERDRAW tool from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). The 
future work planned includes the implementation of the new tool and integrating it 
with ERDRAW and extending the existing Schema Translation Tool to include active 
behavior. 
2 Overall design of the Active Database design 
system 
The proposed architecture for the various tools is given in Figure 1 . The ERDRAW 
tool can be used to create an Extended Entity Relationship diagram (EER diagram) 
graphically. The EER diagram created can be stored in a .erd file. The .erd file 
contains all the required information about the EER diagram. This diagram can be 
displayed back and modified using ERD RAW. 
The ERDRAW tool doesn't support generalization. There is no concept of an 
aggregate entity type in ERDRAW. However, relationship can be regarded as an 
abstraction of aggregation. Classification is supported in terms of an entity type 
being a class for which multiple entities (instances) are members. Association in the 
sense of defining sets of entities is not supported in ERDRAW. 
The new tool will be able to read in a .erd file created using ERDRAW and display 
the diagram. It also allows the user to add active objects (rules, events and triggers) 
to the diagram graphically. These two tools together will allow the user to create 
a (ER)2 diagram as described in [1]. Any modifications that has to be done on the 
basic EER diagram will have to be done using ERDRAW. 
The new tool will append the descriptions about the active objects on to the same 
.erd file. This .erd file thus will have two portions, one relating to the EER objects 
(like entities, relations, attributes and arcs) and another part relating to the active 
objects (like events, rules and triggers). Both ERDRAW and the new tool will be 
able to read-in the respective parts of this file and work on it. 
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In addition to the .erd file, ERDRAW produces a .sdt file which is used by the 
Schema Translation Tool (SDT) from LBL. The new tool will also produce a .er2 
file which will contain the behavior of the active objects specified in the Behavior 
Specification Language [1]. The SDT will convert the .sdt file into a meta description 
of the database. 
Both the meta description of the database and the .er2 file is given as the input to 
the Active Behavior Translation Tool. This tool will create a description of the active 
database in the SNOOP event specification language which is used in the SENTINEL 
database. 
3 Design of the New Tool 
The proposed new tool for adding active objects will work as a extension tool for 
ERDRAW. It reads-in the output of the ERDRAW (.erd file) and will display the 
diagram. The user can add and delete active objects from the diagram graphically. 
The same conventions as that used in ERDRAW for adding and deleting objects will 
be followed in this tool for consistency. 
In addition to adding and deleting active objects, the tool also allows to interac-
tively query details about the diagram created. This facility allows the user to see 
details. For example, an easy to use selection mechanism will allow the user to see all 
the rules that are fired by a particular event or all the entities that are affected by a 
rule etc. This will help the user in making design decisions about the database. 
4 Integration of the new tool with ERDRA W 
The new tool will add the description of the active object in the same format as used 
by ERDRAW to store description about its object. The format used by ERDRAW 
is given in Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
The description of the active objects will be appended to the .erd file which has 
already been created. This will make sure that whatever that has been added by the 
new tool will not interfere with the way ERDRAW will be interpreting the file. So 
a user will have to first create an EER diagram using ERDRAW and save it in a 
.erd file. The same file will have to be displayed using the new tool to attach active 
objects. Once the user has done the attaching of the active objects to the diagram, 
the diagram can be saved in the same file. Subsequent modification to the diagram 
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should be done using ERDRAW (in case the modification is to EER objects) or the 
new tool (in case the modification is to the active objects). 
The new tool will also produce .er2 file which will contain a description of the 
active object description in the Behavior Specification Language. This will be one of 
the inputs to the Active Behavior Translation Tool. 
5 Present State of the Project 
As mentioned earlier, the overall design for the tool architecture is complete as well 
as the design for the new tool. The new tool can be integrated with the ERDRAW 
which is already existing. We are trying to co-ordinate with Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
in the development of the new tool so that both of them would be compatible. The 
new tool will be implemented on motif (as the ERDRAW) and will be very much 
consistent with ERDRAW. 
The translation of the output of the two tools into a SNOOP specification needs 
to be done. This requires some more input about the latest status of the SENTINEL 
work from Dr. Sharma Chakraborthy. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Tool Architecture 
Indicates the number ofER objects (Entities and 
Relationships) in the diagram. The index starts 
from 0. 
Indicates the number of Arcs in the diagram. 
The index starts from 0 
Indicates the number of Attributes in the diagram. 
The index starts from 0 
Figure 2: General Information format for ERDRAW 
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erlndex erTable.deleted 
The number of the ER object * indicates that this object has been 
starting from 0 deleted. Else it is blank 
erTable.type erTable.name 
Type - E for Entity and R for Relation Name of the object as displayed 
erTable.descr erTable.x 
Description of the object as entered The x co-ordinate of the point at which 
the object is displayed 
erTable.y erTable.pageNo 
The y co-ordinate of the point at The page number in which the 
which the object is displayed object is displayed 
Figure 3: Format for ER objects in ERDRAW 
attrlndex attrTable.erldx 
Number of the attribute starting from 0 Index of the ER object to which the 
attribute is connected 
attrTable.attrSeq attrTable.name 
Sequence number of the attribute Name of the attribute as displayed 
in the _given ER obiect 
attrTable.descr attrTable. type 
Description of the attribute as displayed Data type of the attribute 
attrTable.length attrTable. val Set 
The length of the data type The value set of Sybase DB if used. It 
for the attribute will override tvoe and len2th if used 
attrTable.null attrTable.keyType 
Indicates whether the attribute can Indicate whether the attribute is a 
be null or not primary or alternate key etc 
Figure 4: Format for Attribute objects in ERDRAW 
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arclndex arcTable.deleted 
Number of the arc starting from 0 *indicates the this arc has been 
deleted. Else it will be a blank 
arcTable.type arcTable.mand 
Indicates the arc is one or may relation. Indicates whether the arc is mandatory 
arcTable.updRule arcTable.rolename 
Indicates the type of update applicable Name of the arc as displayed 
for the relation 
arcTable.xl arcTable.yl 
The x co-ordinate fo the point at which The y co-ordinate of the point at which 
the arc begins the arc besrlns 
arcTable.mx arcTable.my 
The x co-ordinate of the mid-point of the The y co-ordinate of the midpoint of 
arc where the rectangle is displayed the arc where the rectangle is displayed 
arcTable.x2 arcTable.y2 
The x co-ordinate of the point at which the The y co-ordinate of the point at which 
arc ends the arc ends 
arcTable.pageNo arcTable.fromObj 
The page number in which the arc is The index of the object to which the 
displayed source end of the arc is connected 
arcTable.toObj arcTable.connl 
The index of the object to which the The exact connection point of the arc at 
destination end of arc is connected the source end 
arcTable.conn2 
Te ex.1et connection point of the arc 
at the destination end 
Figure 5: Format for Arc Objects in ERDRAW 
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This is a status report on the Methodology for Application Design using Active Database 
Technology project. This report outlines the approach we have taken and the work that has been 
done till now. Future work that is intended is also discussed. The accomplishments so far in this 
project are the complete implementation of the BR-GT tool and the preliminary design for the 
representation for Snoop [2]. The future work planned includes the prototype implementation of 
the enhanced tool and the complete design for the active behavior representation. Iteration of the 
design will be done based on the prototype with user feedback. 
2 Enhancements to LBL ERDRA W tool 
The initial plan is to directly enhance the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) BRDRA W 
Version 5.0. A discussion was carried out with the LBL staff and we were informed that they do 
not release the source code of the software. However, in order to ensure that the enhancements will 
be smoothly integrated with the existing tool, we would need access to the source code. 
The alternative option that was suggested during the discussion was for them to include the 
drawing facilities that are needed by the new tool. They will implement the source code to draw 
the required symbols. Dummy functions will be then provided and then we will add the required 
code to these functions. For instance, when a new symbol is selected, they will activated our 
functions. 
However, this approach presents the following disadvantages: 
o There will be an overhead of communication which will inevitably slow down the 
progress. 
o The symbols for BR2 diagram [1] are well-defined. However, Snoop has a much 
richer set of active behavior specification than ER2• Therefore, we would have to 
design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications. This design will 
be done iteratively with user feedback. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that changes to the symbols and representation will be 
done frequently.ln order to obtain more accurate user feedback. we would need to 
have a working prototype. A prototype will allow us to test the ease of use and the 
clarity of the representation. However, the continuous of this prototype will impose 
an excessive burden on the LBL staff. 
3 The New Approach 
The current approach is to develop our tool called BR-GT. In this case, we would have a 
fully developed tool for our enhancement. However, the functionality and external interface to ER-
GT will be very similar to the LBL ERDRA W. This tool will be fully compatible with the LBL 
tool in that data flies for these two tools can be freely interchanged. 
Having our own ER-GT will not only allow enhancements to be made to the new active 
behavior functionality but to the underlying ER features as well. However, care must be taken 
when such enhancements so that compatibility with the LBL tool is still maintained. 
An advantage of maintaining compatibility with the LBL ERDRA W tool is that whatever 
enhancements made to ER-GT can later be used to enhance their tool as well. By then, the design 
would have been complete and it would be easy for the LBL staff to perform the integration. 
When the BR-GT tool is complete, we can easily develop working prototypes for the 
enhanced tool with active behavior speciflcations. 
4 Design of New Representation 
As mentioned, Snoop has a much more richer active behavior specification than ER 2• 
Therefore, we would have to design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications: 
In this design, the following must be kept in mind: there is a trade-off between representing 
as much active behavior information as possible and cluttering the diagram with too much 
symbols. If too much information is shown in one diagram, the resulting picture will be too 
confusing to be of any use. 
The current design approach is to represent the information in terms of layers. The initial 
diagram will show the highest level of information. The user can then request more details to be 
shown by zooming into the area of interest. This will produce a hierarchy of diagrams with each 
sub-diagrams showing more detailed information. 
5 Present State of the Project 
The present ER -GT tool is complete. We can now use the tool to perform the functions of 
the LBL BRDRAW tool. It is implemented in Motif and X-Windows. We are now in the process 
of designing and experimenting different representations for the active behavior speciflcation. The 
user interface and ease of use will be taken into consideration. Working prototypes of the enhanced 
tool will be built to obtain user feedback and to validate the design. 
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This is a status report on the Methodology for Application Design using Active Database 
Technology project. This report outlines the approach we have taken and the work that has been 
done till now. Future work that is intended is also discussed. The accomplishments so far in this 
project are the complete implementation of the ER-GT tool and the preliminary design for the 
representation for Snoop [2]. The future work planned includes the prototype implementation of 
the enhanced tool and the complete design for the active behavior representation. Iteration of the 
design will be done based on the prototype with user feedback. 
2 Overall design of the Active Database design system 
The proposed architecture for the various tools is given in Figure 1 . The ERDRA W tool 
can be used to create an Extended Entity Relationship diagram (EER diagram) graphically. The 
EER diagram created can be stored in a .erd file. The .erd file contains all the required information 
about the EER diagram. This diagram can be displayed back and modified using ERDRAW. 
The ERDRAW tool doesn't support generalization. There is no concept of an aggregate 
entity type in ERDRA W. However, relationship can be regarded as an abstraction of aggregation. 
Classification is supported in terms of an entity type being a class for which multiple entities 
(instances) are members. Association in the sense of defining sets of entities is not supported in 
ERDRAW. 
The new tool will be able to read in a .erd fJ.le created using ERDRA W and display the 
diagram. It also allows the user to add active objects (rules, events and triggers) to the diagram 
graphically. These two tools together will allow the user to create a ER2 diagram as described in 
[1]. Any modifications that has to be done on the basic EER diagram will have to be done using 
ERDRAW. 
The new tool will append the descriptions about the active objects on to the same .erd fJ.le. 
This .erd ftle thus will have two portions, one relating to the EER objects (like entities, relations, 
attributes and arcs) and another part relating to the active objects (like events, rules and triggers). 
Both ERDRAW and the new tool will be able to read-in the respective parts of this ftle and work 
on it. 
In addition to the .erd fJ.le, ERDRA W produces a .sdt file which is used by the Schema 
Translation Tool (SDT) from LBL. The new tool will also produce a .er2 fJ.le which will contain 
the behavior of the active objects specified in the Behavior Specification Language [1]. The SDT 
will convert the .sdt file into a meta description of the database. 
Both the meta description of the database and the .er2 ftle is given as the input to the Active 
Behavior Translation Tool. This tool will create a description of the active database in the SNOOP 
event specification language which is used in the SENTINEL database. 
3 Enhancements to LBL ERDRA W tool 
The initial plan is to directly enhance the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) ERDRA W 
Version 5.0. A discussion was carried out with the LBL staff and we were informed that they do 
not release the source code of the software. However, in order to ensure that the enhancements will 
be smoothly integrated with the existing tool, we would need access to the source code. 
The alternative option that was suggested during the discussion was for them to include the 
drawing facilities that are needed by the new tool. They will implement the source code to draw 
the required symbols. Dummy functions will be then provided and then we will add the required 
code to these functions. For instance, when a new symbol is selected, they will activated our 
functions. 
However, this approach presents the following disadvantages: 
o There will be an overhead of communication which will inevitably slow down the 
progress. 
o The symbols for ER2 diagram [1] are well-defined. However, Snoop has a much 
richer set of active behavior specification than ER 2• Therefore, we would have to 
design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications. This design will 
be done iteratively with user feedback. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that changes to the symbols and representation will be 
done frequently. In order to obtain more accurate user feedback, we would need to 
have a working prototype. A prototype will allow us to test the ease of use and the 
clarity of the representation. However, the continuous development of this 
prototype will impose an excessive burden on the LBL staff. 
4 The New Approach 
The current approach is to develop our tool called ER-GT. In this case, we would have a 
fully developed tool for our enhancement. However, the functionality and external interface to ER-
GT will be very similar to the LBL ERDRA W. This tool will be fully compatible with the LBL 
tool in that data files for these two tools can be freely interchanged. 
Having our own ER-GT will not only allow enhancements to be made to the new active 
behavior functionality but to the underlying ER features as well. However, care must be taken 
when such enhancements so that compatibility with the LBL tool is still maintained. 
An advantage of maintaining compatibility with the LBL ERDRA W tool is that whatever 
enhancements made to ER-GTcan later be used to enhance their tool as well. By then, the design 
would have been complete and it would be easy for the LBL staff to perform the integration. 
When the ER-GT tool is complete, we can easily develop working prototypes for the 
enhanced tool with active behavior specifications. 
5 Design of New Representation 
As mentioned, Snoop has a much more richer active behavior specification than ER2• 
Therefore, we would have to design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications: 
In this design, the following must be kept in mind: there is a trade-off between representing 
as much active behavior information as possible and cluttering the diagram with too much 
symbols. H too much information is shown in one diagram, the resulting picture will be too 
confusing to be of any use. 
The current design approach is to represent the information in terms of layers. The initial 
diagram will show the highest level of information. The user can then request more details to be 
shown by zooming into the area of interest. This will produce a hierarchy of diagrams with each 
sub-diagrams showing more detailed information. 
6 Present State of the Project 
The present ER-GT tool is complete. We can now use the tool to perform the functions of 
ihe LBL ERDRAW tool. It is implemented in Motif and X-Windows. We are now in the process 
of designing and experimenting different representations for the active behavior specification. The 
user interface and ease of use will be taken into consideration. Working prototypes of the enhanced 
tool will be built to obtain user feedback and to validate the design. 
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This is a status report on the Methodology for Application Design using Active Database 
Technology project. This report outlines the approach we have taken and the work that has been 
done till now. Ongoing work is also discussed. The accomplishments so far in this project are the 
complete implementation of the ER -GT tool and the preliminary design for the representation for 
active behavior. The implementation of the enhanced tool and the complete design for the active 
behavior representation is in progress. Iteration of the design needs to be done based on the 
prototype with user feedback . . 
2 Overall design of the Active Database design system 
We compare our work with the tool design at Lawrence Berkeley Labs (LBL) called 
ERDRA W. The ERDRA W tool can be used to create an Extended Entity Relationship diagram 
(EER diagram) graphically. The EER diagram created can be stored in a.erd file. The .erd file 
contains all the required information about the EER diagram. This diagram can be displayed back 
and modified using ERDRAW. 
In ERDRA W, relationship can be regarded as an abstraction of aggregation. Classification 
is supported in terms of an entity type being a class for which multiple entities (instances) are 
members. Association in the sense of defming sets of entities is not supported in ERDRA W. 
The purpose of the new tool will be to allow the users to add active objects (rules, events 
and triggers) to the ER diagram graphically. This will allow the user to create a ER2 diagram as 
described in [1]. The descriptions about the active objects has to be added to the basic .erd file. This 
.erd file thus will have two portions, one relating to the EER objects (like entities, relations, 
attributes and arcs) and another part relating to the active objects (like events, rules and triggers). 
In addition to the .erd file, ERDRA W produces a .sdt file which is used by the Schema 
Translation Tool (SDT) from LBL. The new tool will have to produce a file which will contain the 
behavior of the active objects specified in the Behavior Specification Language [1]. The SOT will 
convert the .sdt ft.le into a meta description of the database. Both the meta description of the 
database and the behavior description ft.le has to be processed to create a description of the active 
database in the target database. 
3 Enhancements to LBL ERDRA W tool 
The initial architecture for the various tools is given in Figure 1. The initial plan was to 
directly enhance the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) ERDRAW Version 5.0. A discussion 
was carried out with the LBL staff and we were informed that they do not release the source code 
of the software. However, in order to ensure that the enhancements will be smoothly integrated 
with the existing tool, we needed access to the source code. 
The alternative option that was suggested during the discussion was for them to include the 
drawing facilities that are needed by the new tool. They will implement the source code to draw 
the required symbols. Dummy functions will be then provided and then we will add the required 
code to these functions. For instance, when a new symbol is selected, they will activated our 
functions. 
ERDRAW 
SDT New Tool 
Figure 1 
However, this approach presents the following disadvantages: 
• There will be an overhead of communication which will inevitably slow down the 
progress. 
• The symbols for ER2 diagram [1] are well-defined. However, Snoop[2] has amuch 
richer set of active behavior specification than ER2. Therefore, we would have to 
design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications once we look at 
accommodating complex events in the tool. This design will be done iteratively 
with user feedback. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that changes to the symbols and representation will be 
done frequently. In order to obtain more accurate user feedback, we would need to have a working 
prototype. A prototype will allow us to test the ease of use and the clarity of the representation. 
However, the continuous development of this prototype will impose an excessive burden on the 
LBL staff. 
4 The New Approach 
The architecture of the tools in new approach is shown in Figure 2. This approach is to 
develop our tool called ER-GT. In this case, we would have a fully developed tool for our 
enhancement. However, the functionality and external interface to ER-GT will be very similar to 
the LBL ERDRA W. This tool will be fully compatible with the LBL tool in that data flies for these 







Having our own ER-GT will not only allow enhancements to be made to the new active 
behavior functionality but to the underlying ER features as well. However, care must be taken 
when such enhancements so that compatibility with the LBL tool is still maintained. 
When the ER-GT tool is complete, we can easily develop working prototypes for the 
enhanced tool with active behavior specifications. 
5 Design of New Representation 
As mentioned, Snoop has a much more richer active behavior specification than ER2. 
Therefore, we would have to design new symbols to represent the more complex specifications: 
In this design, the following must be kept in mind: there is a trade-off between representing 
as much active behavior information as possible and cluttering the diagram with too much 
symbols. H too much information is shown in one diagram, the resulting picture will be too 
confusing to be of any use. 
The current design approach is to represent the information in terms of layers. The initial 
diagram will show the highest level of information. The user can then request more details to be 
shown by zooming into the area of interest. This will produce a hierarchy of diagrams with each 
sub-diagrams showing more detailed information. 
6 Present State of the Project 
At present the ER-GT tool is complete. We can now use the tool to perform the functions 
of the LBL ERDRAW tool. It is implemented in Motif toolkit. We have done the design of the 
representation for the active behavior specification. We are in the process of completing the 
implementation of the active behavior representation facility on ER-GT and enhancing it into ER2-
GT. User feedback has to be obtained once the implementation is complete to validate the design. 
Graphical representation of the Snoop event specification language has also to be considered and 
the ways of integrating it with the other functionalities of the tool. 
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